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1. Three stages 
of intern ion soace 

4 
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Second mge: @hatrooms 
Virtual chatrooms are very popular social 
networking spaces that offer an interactive, 
user submitted network of friends, personal 

Thkd stage: space tmfarry 
The common experience of metropolitan 
environments turns outdoors living growingly 
equivalent to indoor. For that 'door' is no 
longer neatly distinguishable. Being in or out is 
no longer relevant We live immersed in a 
wntinous atmosphere, constantly modified 
and re-built by oursehres. 

On the contrary, let's think of an open 
environment, a fresh exterior, of streets and 
parks melted cmd introduced inside 
architecture. Let's think of an interior that 
assumes the qualities and conditions of the 
paradigmatic public spaoe, the streek a place 
genuinely fond of improvisation, exchange, 
free interaction. Unprogrammed and 
multiple ... a place that sometimes is a bit wild, 
that forces us to adapt to every given 
situation ... an urban jungle. 

myspace residence seeks such conditions 
within its public spaces, inmrporating them 
into a hyper condensed container. Such place 
is a mixing chamber of different propensities in 
order to open multiple situations of interaction. 

Today, beyond form, loaation or urban 
rethorics, pubTic space is the space of 
interaction. This three case studies for the 
exploration of the new collective are the 
guidelines for this project, - 

pmfiles, blogs, groups, photos and Lideos 
internationally. They are the most effective 
public spaces in the context of global societies 
whose cornmunitybuilding depend growingly 
of the search of common affinities, and not of 
phisical proximity of urban square. They 
guarantee situations of real interchange, and 
those of action outside its virtual boundaries. 
For this can be a banal tool and at the same 
time a tool for the management of action and 
upheaval, for the association and coordination 
of people. Barthes pointed out that the space 
of conflict, of friction, is the public space par 
excellbnce. 

Chat rooms are abo the places where 
avatars meet. Places to freely and temporarily 
transform and literally wear alternative 
identities, a kind af accelerator of identity, a 
personality laboratory. The temporal 
exacerbation of the constructian of the 
imagined self. 

We want to imagine a spatial device turned 
into a powerful machine connecting and 
integrating subjective interests and iclentities 
of many of people of multiple backgrounds. 

myspace residence unifies both situatbns of 
extreme intimacy and privacy, with those of 
extroversion and collaboration. In the first 
place, a paradigmatic statement related to 
domestic space should be made: my room is 
my world, Everyone's room must be a powerful 
mechanism that allows the expansion of our 
idantity, and therefore, self-recognition and 
reassurement, and ultimately of interchange 
and negotiation with others. 

Ways of free apropiation and enunciation of 
space of intimacy must be guaranteed and 
strenghtenth for this reason. A room, one 
own's room, is a test field, a laboratory where 
is possible to test and practice the abilities 
that later will be ~perienced in every act of 
social interaction. 

The best room is that which stages a small 
world of our own in its interior. Small is 
fundamental in domestic space. Small is 
empathy in action and a means of playfulness. 



2. public space and 
urban rcela 

As the area is growing denser, more programmatic 
equipment will be needed, some of which can be 
integrated as part of the open air to promote a 
proactive utilization of the public arw. 

Basic dotutbns [vegetation, water, bins, 
lighting ...) crre completed with a series of initiatives 
which implementation is subordinated to the 
community's responsible use. 

Experimental pubiic atrctors (highly love 
depending) are planted: infrared portable hgaters, 
ondemand direct acces lighting (reinforcing urban 
streetlamps). hgpayment sockets, that make 
availabte experiencing outdoors acthities usually 
developed indoors (open air exceptional situations 
such watching a football game on tv or playing 
wii). 

The existing shortage of trees and vegetation, 
and almost permanent shadow areas are 
individuated to spread out artificial lightning. 
Beacon-like lamps outline dihrent itineraries 
durtng the year, despite the height the snow may 
reach. When sank below, lamps will shine through 
the snow. 

The same davices may be used to illuminate sPm 
water surfaces hosting winter sports (ice skating, 
curling, hockey...) and working as pllygrounds 
during summer. 

Bysicles, skies, roller skatets, chairs, chaise 
longes, kayak., are mikbk an rental or free Iwn 
in the strategically assigned points, like the 
rivershore. A little library which books are supplied 
by spontaneous contributions, a sort of a located 
book-?crcdng. 



3, bnrldiag 
MySpocs residence pmposuctho condensotion, transfer ond 
conditioning of the relational capadtb of urban space, W n g  after the 
interaction between + and building residents in a winter friendty 
envlrortment 

Atempomry residential p q m m  contributing to the public spaee by 
diiolving part of its pmgmm into the public realm. A ground Roor open 
lobby links the buuikling fo Abslsgeter and through it, to the rest of the 
city. Atopogmphylike basement includes car @ng, technlwl rooms. 
wardrobes and bike parking. 

& an extansion of public urbn expetience, non domestic progmm is 
acoasible by all kinds of w s .  

The interior barely differs fmm the exterior: 

An e s c a b  leads froin ground level di-ly the core ofthe building a 
central sector that contains an important port ofthe colective mivinies 
(concert hall, dinning room, laundry. multipurpose spclces...) with no 
hierarchy or spaciol definition. A r n ~ s e t w ~ e  hyperlounge in 
whioh diirent ombimnces ore located, an elevated squore where to d 
while waiting for the loundry, or where to atbmd a lee~ure w h i  M n g  
a chicken. Room floors ore introduced as flexible spaces oorrwnding this 
lounge. 

The building replicates the urbon organization on L interior, on 
expanded public uprishgsequence, o tree made of public events. 

Besides the usual dean and renewble energy producing systems (sdar 
panels,. )each resident is wpplbd with r n h e m g e ~ n  and 
miaoJatwoltoie $avices, so thgy are capable ofmpansBly manage 
natural muraes, thus participating of a synngy dthe cdeaive ond 
indi iual  oetion. 

Light becomes an activating argument for mlI&ive spafes. Bpth the 
plan organimtion (S-l ships occupying the space as they approach 
w move way-from the existing l imb giving a changing space full of 
intermediate situations) as thB sljded mss section captures and rdec*i 
horizontal light An imegcllor army of synihetk and mirror bubbles help 
horizontal natural light deeply get into the d e n a t  darker arms. 

Small terram appear hetwean room Pmteded fmm the o h  view, 
they host more @vote was such an open air spo with j a c d  or souna. 

Roof $a small natural landscape captured edm distant mountains, in 
direct retorion with the physiml and naZuml sonuunding (the city, the 
night sky, the weather and open air). Roof can be thus lsed as on 
extension of the d e n t i d  o h ,  even a camping o m  for temporal 
uncommon events. 
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TRONDHEIM, NORWAY - EUROPAN 9 SITE 



Europan 9 in N o m y  - Four cltles expand the Europan Laboratory 

Europan Norway enters the 9th session of the Europan competitions with 4 cities and sites. Europan Noway participated for the flrst 
time in Europan 7 with three sites, and has managed to get all the winners into the implementation phase on different levels. The win- 
ning project in Stavanger is already a built reality. The total of 11 cities now involved lib Europan, as an urban laboratory in Norway, 
from a local to a national level. 

The board of Europan Norway consists of representatives from The Norwegian State Housing Bank (Husbanken), the Centre for 
Design, Architecture and Built Environment (No* Farm), the National Association of Norwegian Architects (Norske Arkiiekters 
Landsforbund) and the three schools ofArchitecture (Trondheim, Bergen and Oslo). Th@ Norwegian State Housing Bank has made 
Europan to one of their main tools in investigating the Norwegian contemporary city, is heavily funding the competitions and is also 
following up the implementation proc-ess in each city. This is of great importance for the implementation of the winning projects. 

Our fellow competition organizers and the developer organisations have prepared the ground for the competition program since 
last summer. This was pushed one big step further in Berlin, where Europan Germany hosted The Europan 9, Forum of Sites. The 
Norweg'm cities were heavily represented. After having observed and discussed the local urban issues in a European perspec- 
tive, everybody returned with a keen interest for what kind of ideas the competitars might discover and develop. In many ways the 
under-standing of the challenges of the sites has "been on the move" up to the now finished competition programs, and will continue 
to do so into the phase of reatizatron. All the cities involved have therefore committed themselves to engage the winning teams in 
study commissions, to ensure the process of lifting the competition ideas into the project phase, and to implement them. 

EUROPAN 9 is an open invitation to young European architects to build meaningful urban life. 
To engage in the forming of contemporary urban society does not signify to move away from architecture. Although when architecture 
is presented as a hypothesis rather than a definitive solution, architecture is still increasingly important as a physical tool for shaping 
social spaces of everyday lives. 

What is changing is the range and complexity of what we try to define as the needs of existing and future inhabitants in order for them 
to manifest a meaningful society and urban life. We look for projects to open up discussions on the strategic role of architecture as 
catalyzing agents for the development of urban environments. In a considerable number of EUROPAN competition briefs (and cer- 
tainly in many of the Norwegian ones) candidates are presented with a gallery d various players, ideas and visions. The competition 
is an invitation to enter thit? world and, and enter it from the outside by investigating coherent urban strategies. 

This bads to what is a very important role for Europan Norway; the discovery of engaged professionals with the right competence 
and commitment for the task. The editor of the Norwegian Magazine "Byggekunst", lngerid Helsing Almaas, stated this in her editorial, 
presenting Europan 8: 
"The inviting cities learn from each other. Not at least: they get courage and insights to enter into cooperation with young and able 
architects with other references, new ta the cities. The result of this process is not only visible in the implemented projects. Even 
when projects are not realized or changes direction the competition winners has important influence on other planning processes in 
the cities." 
All seven Norwegian sites from Europan7 and Europan 8 are in progress for implementation. 

The overall theme of Europan 9, "Sustahable city and new public spaces" opens a wide range of challenges to the cities and 
the competitors. 

Odda on the western coast of Norway is a former industrial center now under change, even in decline and in search for a new identity 
and profile in the midst of a dramatic Norwegian landscape. The study area and site is located to a peninsula out in the beautiful fjord 
landscape. The town states in the program: "Europan participation is admirably suited ta the phase in which we now find ourselves". 

Trondheim in the middle of the country is a Noiwegian center of knowledge and science. The competition site and program profiles 
this through the strengthening of the city center as a university city; the site and study area is seen as part of such a strategy. Cre- 
ative, constructive, critical is key words in this university strategy which also can be seen as slogans for the Europan competition. The 
developer asks for new innovative student housing, to be built within three years. 

Two sites in the Oslo region are in the Europan 9 field of research: 
The Gronrd valley is the hinterland of the capital, a vast area with large housing projects and an industrial sub-urbanity from the 
middle of the last century. In planning terminology it has been in the shadows, but a strong searchlight has lately been set on the 
valley both from the local and the national government Europan participation can be seen as part of a task-force carving out the new 
valley concept. The inviting parties sees the Europan competition at the Grorud center as a possible pilot that may introduce elements 
that can be transferred to other areas and contexts in the larger valley. 



The town of Lillestrarm in the Skedsrno Municipality is loated halfway between the Oslo city center and the new international airport at 
Gardermoen. Lillestr~am Is the focus point in a municipality with large areas of suburban housing and a variety of expanding indwstriial 
and commercial conglomerations. The town is well known for three features: The football club that competes in the top of Norwegian 
football (the "canary birds"), the largest showroom in all Norway, "YNorges Wremesse" and the "Kjeller Research Center". The town is 
an impoant node in the Oslo region.The town is not known for ils urban intensity, parks and public spaces and enters into Europan 
9 to ohange this. 

Europan Norway welcomes participants from abroad and at home to take part in this national Investigation of the Norwegian contem- 
porary city. The Europan Competition is searching for young talent from all over Europe. Europan Norway and the partner c k  will 
be deeply committed to all strong ideas and explorations that is put forward, and to see that they are implemented. 

A sincere welcome to Europan 9 Trondheim 

Knut Eirik Dahl 
President Europan Norway 

Rita Ottervik 
Major Trondheim Municipality 

Knut Solberg 
Group managing director, SiT 
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City : Trondheim 
Location : ageseter gab 49IAbel~gate 
Population : 161 000 inhabitants 
Study area : 9 ha 
S b :  0.9 ha /"building siten: 0,l ha 

The Europan site in Trandheh is the northernmost site of all 
the European sites. The main focus is to make innovative;, sus- 
tainable, futureoriented student hoLEsing and public spaces in a 
rapidly developing area, "Elgeseter". The city distn'd crf Elgeseter 
is a hot spot for university extension and research. The Europan 
site and study area in Trondheim will be part of the development 
of the Ci of ffio-ge. The city of Trondheim is discussing a 
new location for all park of the univemity integrated in the city 
area. 

Trondheim is Norway's 3rd Largest city, and a centre of ecluca- 
tlon, tachnologlcal and med' i l  research, with 30 OM) students. 
The area af Elgeseter is when the city and university meet< and 
in this competition we want to explare how the interaction be- 
tween the university arid the city can be like and what is the 

quality of such a place. How can this be unique in the urban 
stnrcfure of Trondheim? This will be an important part of the cam- 
pus of the new Eity-integmed university, a new way of thinking 
about the university as opposed to the trad'rcionai university on 
the (3llashaugen plateau (NTNU - The Norwegian University of 
Sclence and Technology) which is a structure living its own life 
that is not integrated in city life. 

A new university area with research communities and rasearch- 
related b u s h s  will have great significanoe for Trondheim's im- 
age as a city and will &o be important for its profile as a leading 
university environment in Europe. The development of advapced 
student accommodation in a popular pubtic area will b an im- 
partent initial project for the vision. The site containing the study 
area is situated in the heart of the new university area and will 
subsequently become one of the mast important public spaces 
in the new unkrersity area. 

The site is located in the Elgemter city area, by the main read El- 
geseter gate from the south into the centre of Trondheim. Ahng 
the Etgeseter gate are important national (university), regional 
(hospital) and local (faotbalCst;tdiUm) fundtom. This makes the 
area tRe densest mrkplace and living area in the uty. In the 
future the site will be the main public space h r  the city area. 





The challenge is to ~ombine the student housing complex tc- 
gether with new public spams to beneffi the existing qualities 
and possibilities of the urban territory. Development of new pub- 
lic spaces is cru~ial for reengaging the landscape qualities and 
recreational aetivlties in the urban situation and strengthening 
the mnneetion between the exislng university (NTNU), business 
innovafionfresearch oentre (Teknostallen), future university 
extensions and tRe river. 

How can the student aecnmmodation contribute to the new 
public space? How can this new public spa- and the student 
homing become a pilot and b~snd for the possible new univer- 
sity area? How can the public space in h l f  express sustain- 
able development? How can interesting s a l h n s  for sustainable 
forms of transportation and urban living give new urban modeis 
that reduce the amount of space devoted to the car and open up 
for multiple use? The public space and student accommodation 
project must be attractive and accessible to all kinds of users. 

Archiketun? for the student homing and design fop open public 
spaces should be characterized by modernity and be a pilot for 
fixture developments. 

SIT (Studenbamskipnaden i Trandheim as ths developer) is at 
present responsible for mmmmodating about M00 students. 
The intention Is to instease the amount of student housing up to 
6000 within the short term. The Europan project will be realized 
within about 3 years. 

Opening UI research GOI I I ~ I  =I I- in Trondheim New wooden housing in Trondheim, Brendeland & Kristoffemen 
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URBAN DEVELOPMENT 

Trondheim is situated in m t w l  Norway where the River Nidelva 
meets Tronbheim Fjord. The city was founded in 997. Nidaros 
Cathedral is am of the main rewsons lot Trondheim's impor- 
tant role in Norwegian history. The Cathedral was established 
in 1152 (and they are still working on it!). I t  is the most significant 
church in Norway, a gothic cathedral, and was Northern Europe's 
most important Christian pilgriimage destination duving the Mid- 
dte Ages. The kings from 10th century and onwards have been 
crowned and bkssed here. 

The buiMings of medieval Tmndheirn were mostly small, low tim- 
ber houses, and fire all too often ravaged the town. To prevent 
more fires, the architect end tmptanmr Cicignon Wigned a 
new city plan in the Baroque etyle with wide boulevards in the 
17th century. This plan is SUE the footprint af m k a l  city centre. 
But you also find narrow alleys and narrow streets, many oriii- 
nating in the Middle Ages, and many special wooden buildings, 
some built as far back as the 1700s. 

Industrialition in the 1800s led to new growth. A number of fac- 
tories and workshops were founded, and Trondheirn was 
connected by railway to the south. 

During the last 60 years the city has doubled its size. The 
strategy of Trondheim municipal! is now to increase the den- 
sity within the existing urban structures. The Europakgite is in 
the area of the city with the best accessibility, but still has g o d  
potential to increase the density. The city centre, the urban care, 
which is a wncentmted low-rise grid stntdure, is peninsula- 
ehaped within a huge meander of the River Nideba that almost 
touches the fjord at the neck of the peninsula. 

The population of Trondheim has had a general increase, equiv- 
alent to 1 d percent. The amount ofstudents that require housing 
are an important factor in the increase in residents. 

Perspective -Vision and goal for the city: In the future Trond- 
heim will also be distinguished by the values and distinctive char- 
acteristics that have been developed through a thousand years, 
since the establishment of the city. Trondheim as a society 
is to focus on vicinity, care and safety, openness and participa- 
tion, tolerance and respect for our fellaw beings. The c*@ is to be 
distinguished by diversity and variation concerning its offers and 
events, and an international perspective. 

itants, with clean air, water and soil. The green characteristic of 

A winterday in Trondheim city centre. 

Trondheim is to become a framework for physical development. 
Trondheirn is to take care of its natural resources with regard to 
business and recreational use as well as being a site for experi- 
encing nature for everyone. 
Culture refraction and knowledge: The international traditions 
of Trondheirn including diversity, with openness, tolerance and 
respect for others are to be ensured. Culture adventures and 
participation in cultural activities are to be important aspects of 
the city life. The culture of voluntary worklorganizations is to play 



a central role, in addition to the professional institutions and 
bodii .  Khwledge and competence, education, research and 
technology are to continue as the basis for developing instltu- 
tions and companies in Trondheim, regional and national. 
Trondheim as an ecclesiastical centre is to be strengthened. 

EDUCATION AND RESEARCH AREA 

In the first decade of the 1900s Trondheim also developed into 
an educational centre, when the Norwegian Institute of Tmhnol- 
ogy was established there. This has naw developed into 
Norwegian Univetsity of Science and Technology, NTNU, which 
is the second-largest university in Norway. This is a national 
uentre for technological education and march ,  with a solid 
foundaaon in the natural se'ences. Creative, Constructive and 
CritioaI are the keywords m the university's strategy. Trandheim 
is therefore today an important city for industry and commerce, 
edumtion and research. These keywords should also be reflect- 
ed in the Europan proposals. 

Every sixth inhabitant in Tmndheim is a student, so the num- 
ber of inhahitants in the city is about 180 090. Around 31) 000 
study at NTNU and HIST, Sprr-Trandelag University College. 
The students make a major impact on the pulse of the city, and 
contribute to an important diversky in culture lik. Big festivals 
such as UKA and ISFIT (the world's largest student festival with 
a thematic focus) are arranged every second year. The student 
society, 'Samfundet" (founded in 1910), is the largest student 
society in the country, and is the major symbol and centre for the 
studenUuniversity4y Tronbheim, and its long traditions. 

NTNU (Glwhaugen - bcatecl close to the site) offers a broad 
range of academic disciplines and has internationally recognized 
high quality standards in all eraas of activity. NTNU has ten arms 
of study: Architecture, Technology, Humanities, Scienca, Social 
sciences, Medicine, Psyohology, F i  art, Music, Practicalgeda- 
gogiml education. 

HIST (located in different places in the city) Ssr-Trandelag Uni- 
versity College was esfabiished In 1994 by merging eight 
colleges in Trondheim. The college offers a wide range of 
bachelor's and master's programs as weI1 as continuing 
education programs and other courses. 

SINTEF, the targest independent research organization in Scan- 
dinani has 2000 employees; 1400 of these are located in differ- 
ent places in T'rondheim 

ST. OLAVS HOSPITAL (Tmndheim University Hospital, lbcated 
dose to the study area) is a health enterprise and university hos- 
pital in the Mid-Norway health region, an area which has a total 
of 630 000 inhabiints. The new Un'mrsiity Hospital is the first 
university in Norway which comptetely integrates patisnt 
treatment, ressarch and teaching, The hospital will have a tatat 
area of 18s 500 m2. From this will 40 500 m2 be used to 
university and teaching functions. The first clinical enters were 
completed in 2006. The edre project will be completed in 2955. 

SIT {the developer) is the student welfare organization at the uni- 
versity and the university collegelather colleges in Trondheim, 
and was foun$ed in 1948. SIT is rewonsble for promoting the 
welfare af almast 30 000 students at NTNU, HiST and DMMH. 



Although these organizations have the strategic responsibility for 1 Svermgate 
facilities for their students, the practical responsibility for doing 
Hi has been delegated to SIT. Activities at Sif are subject to law 
and the Ministry of Education and Resear~h ensures that Si fs  

2 Bloksberg 

work is canied out in awrdance with the regulations. 
SiT works to make sum that students enjoy a comfortable life 3 Nosbrgata 
W i e s  their studies. Its activities are concerned with student 
welfare, induding medical treatment, social work, psychological 
treatment, sports activities, kindergartens, accomodation, cafes 4 

and bmkshops. This is done in order to provide essential 
services to students at the lowest possible cost - while at the 5 
same t i i  enough profit to cover the expenses. SIT is also in- 
volved in external, comrnerchl aotiies such as a trawl agency, 
training course facilities and an academic press. The profits from 6 

these operations also benefit students in Trohdhefm. 

Campus development - Knowledge city 
Teondheim Kommune (the municipality) and partners are work- 
ing on a strategy for campus devebpmmt at ElgeseterJIZlya, a % 

a-integrated university. Physical and social urban development 
with the universi@ as an engine for this makes the area attrao 

Q 

tive and the land-pmprietor sector is interested in development. 
The project partners have a goal to make Trohdhaii a fint-class 
educatbnal and research city by 2020, and develop the Trand- 19 
heim region into an attractive creative and internationally leading 
scene fot knowledge. 11 

Tmndheirn is part of the global knowledge sahty. Creativity, 
wellquatifid W@, knowledge and innavativs ability are the 
most mtpmhnt fac&ts for eoanomic growth in knowledge 
society. This type ofsaety is inoreewlngly beaorning a more 

Nedre Singsaker gate, Magnus den godas gate 

Lerkendal studentby 

Berg studentby 

Jonsvannsveien (NTNU) 

Mohdt 

Frode Rinnansvei 

Karinelund 

Voll (Private) 



urban phenomenon where tho cities are the motors for the devel- 
opment. Cities and Fegions are to provide the education, maintain 
and attract these types of people and develop and utilize knowl- 
edge for the devdapment of society, business and products. The 
global knowledge society and the tough international competition 
for mativity, w e U q u a l i  womrce and knowledge, underline 
this. Universities and colleges are subject to an international 
competition of trying to &act talented students, lecturers and 
researchers. This sharpens the requirements for westem and 
Nordic ctties - and Trondbim. It means that tlre city's univer- 
sity and colleges and the remainder of the educational institutes 

to be extra attractive, well-functioning and Innovative. The 
ambition is for NTNU to eornpk measures to become one of 
Europe's 20 best unkrsities by 2020. For Trondheim to conWb- 
ute to NTNU becoming one of the leading universities in Europe, 
the city must attract wellqualified researchers and students, and 
promote innovation thraugh dty policy and develop an innovative 
city strumre. 

An innovative and aftractive c& district 
Trondheim must use its urban resources to promote innovation, 
kn-ring and learning to mate a diverse city with a 
good human climate and an attractive city life. If the unive~ity 
and un2wrsity college departments move to areas north and 
west of Gleshaugen, the possibilifi for interaction with the 
central dfy areas will be strengthened. In order to strengthen this 
interplay the ageseter g m  IWtemanns vei quarter end the 
antral city muet be MIe r  linked. Thesection from the Lerkendal 
ama to the central city links the two city quarters together and is 
the backhone in the new innovative city quarter. Urban innova- 
tionmotars such as a new univars'e library are to be located 
along this section. This d o n  is to be an attradve lacdon with 

several meeting arenas, a dynamic city life etc. The Europan site 
and study area will be a part af the main areas in the new city 
quarter. 

Cities confain a lot of resaurcers in the forin of city functions, 
enterprises, educatianal instHi.rtians, cafes, city area, meeting 
arenas, residential areas, students, human resources, creative 
environments, culture institutions, etc. The cities are not only a 
passive reservoir for these rescrurces. The cities are a medium 
for growth, a place that provides the best inkractian of the urban 
resources. A possible relocation of the university and 
university college departments will involve large investments 
in the city quarter of Elgeseter gatelHoltermanns vei (the study 
area). Such new investments are to be been in relation to tha 
existing resources of this particular a m .  Ex'sting functions, 
knowfedge-environments, buildings, and actr'vities often have the 
potential to be hettar expbited and be beneficial to more people 
simply by carrying out h e r  operations. For instance, €he 
canteen of a firmrbusiness can be made publicly accessible, 
and thus become a public gathering place and contribute to 
the city life and to the sharing of knowledge. The development 
of urban resources oftlsn occurs in the meeting between new 
and existing resources. New reswrces that are brought in can 
be used as catalysers for the development of the knowledge 
c&. The E m a n  project; student housing and the new puhlic 
spaces can contribute to the development of urban resources. 



PRINCIPLES OF THE KNOWLEDGE CITY 

The paramount principles of the knowledge city can be a guide- 
lime for the development of the Europan study area and the site. 
The principles listed are general: 
Location, mobilition, release and promotion of creativity: 
- mative strategy m the city politics 

deregulation in the cre8tii city quarters 
- celebrate cmativ'i in the city area 

mobilization of creative forces in a creative forumFnet 
work 
creativity promotive city management - promotion of industrial, ecanomic, social, cultural and 
organizational innovations 

Promote tolerance for diversity - buiMmgs and the cky area are to contribute to physi 
cal, cultural and social diversity 
promote demaer;rey and fairness 
dewlap good citizenship 
develop new (looser) social community 
amphasize and celebrate diversity and tolerance 
through buildings and city area 
varied and mixed residentiak aml owner forms and 
price classes 
Many, varied and versatile meeting places 
the city"s area as a multjcultural meeting place (well-be 
ing, tolerance and multiplicity) 
rmmmercial and nonwmmercial, outdoor and indoor 
meeting places 

- good avaiiability 
- access for semi-public meeting places (i.e. l obb i l  

green spaceslroorns) 
buildings open for everyone on ground level 

Proactwe utilization of pubtic Investments in the public area: 
- public investments in a new cover, lighting, planting 

etc accompanied in the follwing year of private invest 
rnents in buildings with a factor of 510 
public investments accompanied by eammerci91, cul 
tuml, social and organizational init'ratives 
development of an urban statement for building activity 
Integration of the city functions, oity life and cultures: 
physical and cultural integration: integrated city forma 
tion - m M  city, multi applied city area, public useful city 
structure 

- cultural, social and organizational integration 

urban integration of new and ancient city areas 
the city as the university 
Network city with a public useful city- and building 
structure 
centre formation in trafftcated and knowledgeable inter 
sections 
network metrapolisl -region - homogenised city surfaces 

The city that mntrihutes towards human fellowship: 
creating, underlining and celebrating a good human cli 
mate 
not too pretty, but can ba suitable to exist in 
urban intensity, concentrated, tall and dense extension 
decisions for use of space and a tight main structure 
neat and Rexible multGfunctbna1 blacks 
bonus systems for the exbension with high quality 
International competrtion on the basis of distinctive 
and historical roots: 
preserve and maintain the typid tml quaWks, dis 
tinctiie and history 
build on local values and competence 
build new city areas into fhe old ones 

Optimal physical, functional, mental and virtual availability: 
highly international and regional availability 
plane, trains, buses arrd tars 
pedestrian and bicycling @etwen the functions of the 
city) 
availability of the er is functions, facilities, offen and 
places 1 market 
availability of the knowledge centres 

Students working in groups. 
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THE CITY DISTRICT OF ELGESETER per day, and the street is very polluted. Around 40% of the tmmc 
is ending in the area, while the rest is just through traffic. 10% of 

The southern area of the city is strategicany important for the the traffic is heavy and public transpon One of the new highways 
further development of the university in the future. This Europan around Trondheim, North ring-road (Nordre avlastningsvei), will 
project should contribute to the new image of the university city relieve Eiger gate of heavy transport, but are not from the 
of Trondheim. starting point scaled for orderly traffic flow. 

Few or no city quarkem have the innovative power as the area 
from the city centre I marketplaue in Trondheim and south to- 
wards the areas around Lerkendal. A comprehensive extension 
and enhancement of already existing enterprises is presently in 
progress. Awlledion of cul€uw, knowledge- and business activi- 
ties of wnsidewble s'ke has already been planned within a 15 
min. walk from the State administration office block in Princensgt. 
ancl southwards, Private and public centres of interest haw defi- 
nite proiects ready for implementation within the next 510 years. 
In addition, considerable vacant sp- exist for various pur- 
poses. This makes this city quarter the most Mtat in Trondheim 
towards 2020. With its immediate vicinity to the cm& and loa l  
and national focal pojnts within culture, education and research 
in place, it gives the b t  bask for Trondheim to further develop 
as a knowledge city. Wfi NTNU as a vigorous centre in the east 
and St. Olau's H c q M  In the west, the city quarter is encir6led by 
the largest national environment of expertise in this rqion. 

The master plan for the area "Kommunedelplan Elgeseter" says 
"The mainconcept in the plan is both cwnpaot and open, ecc 
tivities can be made denser in a compad way, while the green, 
parks and singbfamily h~using will maintain the open structure 
of today. 

Elgeseter has traces from urban activities going back to the Mid- 
dle &es. An adaptatibn and interpretation of the ideals: of urban 
form from early 20th century should he an inspiration of furkher 
development for UIs area, like definition of open space and sight 
line% In the plan of Professor Sverre Pedersen from 1914 you 
find an east-west connection massing El~esster gate. Thii public 
space is sti[l integrated in the master plan for Elgeseter, and is a 
part of the Europan-assignment. 

INFRASTRUCTURE TRAFFIC 
Elgeseter gate is the main road to the city centre from south. The 
street hss an average of traffic m r  the year of 30 000 Wicks 

Today thee are around 50 buses in regular s e ~ w  in each direc- 
lion in €he rush hour traffic. The buses have a small registered 
&lay both in and out the city in the rush hour, but the situation 
is assessed as unstabb and problematic since the existing traf- 
fic load is also increasing. The main cycle and pedetrian route 
between Heimdal In the south and the cify centre is placed an the 
west side of Elgeseter gate west of TEAB, and past Teknostal- 
Len. It is passible to m s  Elgesetw gate on another level at two 
points, one at the beginning of the street in the south and one at 
the end under Elgeseter bridge. 

Car-, bus- and ofher heavy traffic causes serious air pollution, 
dust and noise problems for We neighboring dwellings and Other 
acthriw along Elgeseter gate. The most s d o w  noise problems 
are found on the east side of the street, especially between Abets 
gate and Einar Tamb~kjelves gate, where fhe building site is lo- 
cated. Measures show that the total average of air pollution and 
dust is over recommended limit values. CPncentration along the 
street will enhance the problems. In peflods with high concentra- 
tion of dust there can be a high risk of hea#btated muses of 
illness by staying in Elgeseter gate over a long time. 

Some of the blocks have through tralfic on both sides and 
through traffic between the dwelling and the nearby g m  areas. 
This has been documented as negative for the residential envi- 
rment .  A msearch study them has investigated how children 
around 10 years perceived the problem factors in their ouido~r 
snvimnmwrt. The main concluston seems to be that the children 
perceive the cars as the main environmental factor that has a 
meaning for them. WFth cars they also indude the parked cars 
that take up space in their outdoor area where they roam and 
have their social arena, and the traRie that makes it stressful to 
move outside. Hawever, the children seem to appmiate the 
historic and esthetic qualities with the dense buildings and the 
greenery. (Wlhielm, 1999: Oppvekst i byen - en annengeneras- 
jonstudie, NTNU). 

Historic picture from around 1930s. 13 
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3. THE STUDY AREA AND THE SITE 

Study area 
The study area is bmted in the south part of Elglesster, just south 
of the city centra. As already mentioned this is the most dynamic 
cif the city quarters at the moment. The university is an engine for 
the social and physical urban development and this makes the 
area wry atlradive. There Is an ongoing dewlapmerit of univer- 
sitylresearch-related functions connected to NTNU, SlWEF and 
HlST at Elgeseter. Today there are businesses in the innovatkon 
centre at feknostallen. Many of these businesses are more or 
less that are connected to NTNU, The area is also attractive for 
residents. 

The city quarter has developed from the EIgeseter farm, today 
called Vollan, the oldest farm in the area. The main building seen 
today is most likely from last part of the 17Ms, but remains from 
earlier settternent may be found inside the building. 

The city pkn (the grid structure) of Professor Svem Pedersen 
from l914 comprises the eastern c@ qMrtsrs from Tempe to 
Lade. The area of Elgeseter follows a main outfine of the grid 
system, but aoflens itwith interesting and picturesque space far- 
mations and diagonal streets. Both planned and existing insqitu- 
tional buildings made up the monumental paint of focus in areas 
and alleys. Moreover, the balancing of larger green faai l iw 
parks and trees are emphasized. The park fadries alongside 
the Nidelva and around Glnrshaugen are far instance preserved. 

The study area stretches fiom the R i r  Nidehra towards the 
Gf~rshaugen plateau and consists of the unfinished, dassic grid 
strir&~re psnetmw of mqin to the city centre fmm the A SedS0n of Sem! Pedersen's C w k n  R'0m 1814. 
south, EQeseter @ate. The main street divides both the study 
area and the s b  in b o  parts. El~eseter gate is today a signifi- 

elgeserer, norm-west angle. 



Standlng ~n Abelsgate, watching towards university park. 
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Innodion centre, Teknobyen. Looking southeast towards the buildrng site over Elgestergate. 
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The grid structure is not fully completed for the site and study 
area. Open spaces are mostly used for car parking The building 
site (student housing) is one of these uncompleted spaces. 

The riverside of Nidelva is today a green area not really funo 
tional or accessible for the public. The cemetery, the riverside 
and the hillside up to Glprshaugen comprises the main green 
stmture in the study area. A structure characterized by lawns 
and groups of trees. 

From the plateau to the &er 
From the Olashaugen plateau there is the green hillside dawn 
to Abelsgate. The hillside is a classic landscape park with lawns 
m d  huQe trees. Simple paths are established as short cuts from 
the unhmrsity dawn to the G&. The conversion from park to buitt 
strumre is a dear cut, and not redly refined. 

are builf in different periods from previous century. At the end of 
the street, opposite the Innovasjonssenter, there is a small scale 
detached housing am. The one stPrey wooden houses are or- 
ganized along the street and have private gerdens in back. 

Tekrmtalten is a formerworkshop farthe tram way converted into 
an office building. Twether with the new built lnmwasjonssenter 
the two buildings makes a technical research center; Teknobyen. 
A future square is planned in front of the main entrances. 

When entering Teknostallen Abelsgate cantinues forward, a 
small street splits from the future square and continues along the 
Teknmtallen, it is broken up by some green space mering the 
parking in €he basement ofthe Innovasjonssenter. So there is not 
any continuous line down to the riverside. A temporaiy bult kin- 
dergarten also Mocks the view, This street oould be an important 
access- to the river in the future. 

However tfle city structure diffuses and vanishes. The area be- 
hind Teltnostallen is &day very much characterized as a back- 
yard arid not meant for public. The kindergarten is not etabliihed 
on permanent base. 

The riverside is rather steep and not accessible today. Howevgr' 
a small hollow in the landscape makes it passible to come down 
to the water. 

S i i  
The site is on the east side of Elgeseter gate and m n n d  a 
homing block from the early 1BOOs.The houses around the site 
are about 4-5 floors and accommodate dweltings. From the east 
side of the site there is an open green structure planned through 
the area and over to the other side of the road, ending at the 
River Nidelva. Induded in the s k  is the backyard of the existing 
housing block, so the new transformed block is thought of as 
a whale. The site 1s an urban block (infll) in an unfulfilled grid 
structure. 



Qllzelsgate is today the visual and functional connection between 
these green areas, although Abelsgate is mainly a grey street 
devoted to cars. The street cover Is asphalt and has simple side- 
walks. The lad< of a conscious design is obvious. Not many of 
the buildings open ant0 the street, except Teknostallen which 
has the main entrance towards Abelsgate and the future square 
according the master plan. Thew is not much invitation for street 
life. The street and open spaces are dminated by cars and car 
use. 

SIT has recently bought the building site (today used for parking) 
from the municipality for developing a student housing project. 
The participation in Europan 9 has made an expectation for an 
innovative project that can ba a pilot for student housing in Trond- 
heim. There is a demand for student housing in the city centre. 
An extensive mapping of how students live and what kind of resi- 
dence they prefer is in progress. The project is under preparation 
and is done in cooperation between Tmndheim kommune and 
SiT, the student welfare organization. Tempomy conclusions 
show that there is a demand for building an extensive amount of 
new accommodation in the city. 

Students in Trondheim live differently. The majority choose 
shared housing in student residences or on the private lease 
market. The student organization has 4000 accommodation units 
distributed on traditional campus concepts in rnono-functional ar- 
eas. There has been a pronounced shift of students' housing 
preferences in the direction of residence in the city centre. The 
proximity to the university and the city centre makes the building 
site attractive for student housing. 

4. PROGRAM 

STUDY AREA: 
The area of Elgeseter is where the city and university meet, and 
through this competition we want to explore the interaction be- 
tween the university and the city and what the qualities of such a 
place can be like. How can this be unique in the urban structure 
of Trondheii? University, hospital, offices, parks and dwellings 
gives the area many possibilities for a new devebpment for a 
more urban model of mixed use. 

Challenges for the study area are to design a strategic project for 
the green axis from Glashaugen campus to Rier  NideIva. The 
strateg'i project will be a main public space for the future co-lo- 
cated university. Functions inserted here should be considered 
in relation to a city integrated campus area. 

The University (NTNU Glsshaugen) is the continuation of the 
study area situated on a plateau, 30 meters above the site. It will 
be an important challenge to link the site and area around, also 
the riverside to the plateau. Elgeseter gate with heavy traffic is a 
barrier together with the diirences in heights. It will be impor- 
tant and crucial to overcome these WO bartbrs. The main chal- 
lenge with the new design of the Elgeseter gate is therefore to 
balance the contribution to the accessibility of the main activities 
in the area and the ciky centre, counter the goal to reduce traffic 
and consequently the environmental load in an area where over 
1000 people are living close to a highly polluted street 

UlKLlr I IUN 3UV I 



How to c~eate interesting public spa- for many users and a wlde SIT asks for a student: housing project of outstanding quality. In 
range of activities (commercial and cultural, temporary and per- connection with the housing, puMic programs should be added 
manem are the main questions. Connections and accessibility and together creating a mixed-use area. Gampetitors are en- 
for all types of mobility must be discussed. Primary importance couraged to reflect upon the mixing of fsrnctions and sustainable 
should be put on the link to the public transpor&ation systems and solutions in relation ta how young people (students) prefer to live 
the wnditions for pedestrians and cyclists. and contribute to city li%. 

Programmatic intensions for the study area: 
The public space designed 

as B min,  public space for the city and a possible new 
integrated city university - as er fundonal (pedestrians, cydes, public 
transport system) sonnectian ftom (3lprshaugen down 
to the River Midelva, reducing the main street Elgese 
legate as a barrier and the Impact of ears in the a m .  
rethinking and reengerging the b n d m  
qualitks and recreational activities in the urban 
situation, the planned green axes from Glarshaugen to 
Nideielva. 

- as an attrador in the future new university area. 

SITE: 
The main Ghalknge for the site is to design a new muM-functional 
public spaoe, crossing the Elgesetergate (as a par? of the green 
axis) and to integrate an innovative residential Student housing. 

The street (Abelsgate) and the place in Ront of the student hous- 
ing projwt are very affected by noiss, Can this be a good meet- 
ing place? How can the building open towards the city, give the 
city room for meaningful use. Haw can one cross the meseter- 
gate in a best possibb way7 

The stu.dend welfare otganization (SIT) has ambitions to dewlop 
new typdogies fbr urban student residence. Thmugh parficipa- 
tion in the Europan 9 cumpetirion powerful ideas are anticipated 
and mntriiutirm that can form a platform for a pilot project that 
can be relevent immediately after a winner of the Europan c m -  
petition has been announced. The intention is to engage the win- 
ners to compose a mrsbuction project for student aceommoda- 
tion. 

Programmatic intentions for the student hausing and public 
space: 

design an 'innovative student housing 
- mixed or multbuses ; functions related to the public 

and the publie space - e.g.; educational refated space, w%s, c~mmon rooms 
for the residents, training, studiohrkraam in combina 
tion with the residence 
acmmmbdation for 100-12D students 
viable and environmentally frlmdly satutions 
ITIF energy use, materials, mnstructione and 
desiQn (a Norwegian building will have an outer wall 
depth; 40-m cm) 

- universal design and ac~essible for a1 user groups 
underground car park for 15-20 cars 

- parking for bicycles 

design a new athctke public space; - a multffhtndional market in association with the new 
building (business / education) and Tehos 
tdlsn (research) 
a local street; Abets gate, accessible far cars 

.. extended multifunotional street room in association to 
the student residence - connecting space far soft road u s m  that crww the 
roads h order ta avoid Elgeseter gate, As barrier; new 
wcticm of Elgseter gate - pedestrian emsing; OWF, 

under or on the street. 
- bus stop integrated to this square 
- connect the square visually (aver Elgesekr gate) and 

physically (alt. undertonFover Emete r  gate] 
uniwrrsal design and acrx?ssible for all user gmups 



S. COMMISSION FOR THE WINNER 

Student housing 
SiT is the owner of the building site where the student hous- 
ing will be erected. SiT will engage the team of the winning 
proposal, which hopefully shows innovative ideas and cre- 
ative architecture. The winning proposal is supposed to be 
the pre-project as a foundation for further plans and tender 
documents and drawings. There is a condition that the win- 
ning team has to establish contact with a Norwegian plan- 
ning team in order to be able to deal with the Norwegian 
laws, rules and local regulations. 

SiT intends to erect the building as soon the plans are ap- 
proved by the municipal authorities and the budget agreed 
by the board of SiT 

Public space 
The municipality of Trondheim will use the winning proposal 
as a base for further planning. When the difFerent parts of 
the public spaces are going to be completed will depend on 
the budgets for such projecb. 

6. MORE INFORMATION ON EUROPAN 9 IN 
TRONDHEIM AND USEFUL LINKS 
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